NEW DISPLAY PACKAGES

Warm Human Displays:
We have offer an assortment of inspirational,
beautiful, cosmetic counter style acrylic displays
to compliment any retail environment.
Our displays help you move more product, by displaying more product in
a smaller footprint, giving customers the information they need in the sign,
and giving them the opportunity to use testers to try the products.

Special Bonus Packages include
•
•
•
•
•

Free acrylic display
Free testers
Permanent lower pricing for Power Blends
The option to customize the sign header
Additional 10% off backstock at the time of purchase

CUSTOMIZE YOUR SIGN
Choose between our two most popular designs! Please see below for details.

Other than the color and main image, the difference between these 2 signs is the comment
to right of the Unicorn (adds the word “legit” before essential oil super powers), and the text
below Coconut Oil + Vegan Wax Base (one says “pretty much gonna rock your world, just
sayin’”)
Additional customization is available upon request. Please note: custom signage may add up
to a week to the delivery time.

#WHD15 | 15-SCENT CUSTOMIZABLE MEDIUM
BLENDING BAR DISPLAY (WITH COMPACTS)
(dimensions 15” wide, 12” deep, 17” tall with sign)
SELLING FEATURE | better variety with quick $45+ upsell opportunity with compacts
RETAIL PRODUCT VALUE | $1260
WHOLESALE COST | $584 (53% margin)
NUMBER OF SCENTS | 15 (4 deep in the display, with 20 pieces of backstock of the best-sellers)
NUMBER OF SOLIDS | 80
NUMBER OF REFILLABLE COMPACTS | 8

PURCHASE:

FREE BONUS (Value over $240):

• 80 Essential Oil Solids
• 8 Refillable Compacts

•
•
•
•

15 Free Testers [value $105]
Special pricing at $7.00 Power Blends [$16]
Free Acrylic Display and Signage [value $125]
Additional 10% off all additional backstock with initial order

YOU CUSTOMIZE :
CHOOSE YOUR 15 SCENTS
1. Bergamot
2. Grapefruit
3. Lavender
4. Lemon
5. Lemongrass
6. Patchouli
7. Peppermint
8. Sandalwood
9. Sweet Orange
10. Tobacco
11. Ylang Ylang
12. Peaceful AF
13. Pretty Dope Soul
14. Spiritual Gangsta
15. Yoga-ta Be Free

(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc

*our suggestions are in pink text. Can substitute
scents or customize
Alternative scents to exchange (if desired) (most popular in
bold type): Ginger, Lime, Super Sage, Tuberose, any of the
new blends

BACKSTOCK CHOICES:
1. __Lavender__________ (4 additional pieces)
2. __Peppermint________ (4 additional pieces)
3. __Spiritual Gangsta____ (4 additional pieces)
4. __Pretty Dope Soul___ (4 additional pieces)
5. __Peaceful AF________ (4 additional pieces)

#WHD18 | 18-SCENT CUSTOMIZABLE MEDIUM
BLENDING BAR DISPLAY (WITH NO COMPACTS)
(dimensions 15” wide, 12” deep, 17” tall with sign)
Try this display
SELLING FEATURE | best variety without compacts
with all 12 of
RETAIL PRODUCT VALUE | $1527
the new power
blends + 6
WHOLESALE COST | $700 (53% margin)
single scents
NUMBER OF SCENTS | 18 (4-6 deep in the display, with 22 pieces of backstock of the best-sellers)
NUMBER OF SOLIDS | 100
NUMBER OF REFILLABLE COMPACTS | 0

PURCHASE:

FREE BONUS (Value over $260):

• 100 Essential Oil Solids

•
•
•
•

BEST
SELLER
IN GIFT
BOUTIQUES

18 Free Testers [value $126]
Special pricing at $7.00 Power Blends [value $16]
Free Acrylic Display and Signage [value $125]
Additional 10% off all additional backstock with initial order

YOU CUSTOMIZE :
CHOOSE YOUR 15 SCENTS
1. Bergamot
2. Grapefruit
3. Lavender
4. Lemon
5. Lemongrass
6. Patchouli
7. Peppermint
8. Sandalwood
9. Super Sage
10. Sweet Orange
11. Ylang Ylang
12. Lime
13. Tobacco
14. Ginger
15. Yoga-ta Be Free
16. Pretty Dope Soul
17. Spiritual Gangsta
18. Peaceful AF

(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(4pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)

* When you replace the front section that
holds the refillable compacts with Solids,
those three scents in front hold 6 deep in the
display. You will get 2 pieces of backstock for
these last 3 scent choices.
*our suggestions are in pink text. You are
welcome to substitute scents or customize

BACKSTOCK CHOICES:
1. Peppermint _____________ (4 additional pieces)
2. Lavender ________________ (4 additional pieces)
3. Tobacco_________________ (4 additional pieces)
4. Yoga-ta Be Free___________ (4 additional pieces)

#WHD9X8 | 9-SCENT CUSTOMIZABLE MEDIUM DISPLAY
(dimensions 10.25” wide, 12” deep, 16.5” tall with sign)
SELLING FEATURE | smaller display space / less restocking time
RETAIL PRODUCT VALUE | $1108
WHOLESALE COST | $504 (55% margin)
NUMBER OF SCENTS | 9 (8 deep)
NUMBER OF SOLIDS | 72
NUMBER OF REFILLABLE COMPACTS | 0
PURCHASE:

FREE BONUS (Value over $180):

• 72 Essential Oil Solids

•
•
•
•
•

CHOOSE YOUR 9 SCENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Spiritual Gangsta
Pretty Dope Soul
Peaceful AF
Yoga-ta be free
Lavender or Tobacco
Lemongrass
Sandalwood
Peppermint
Bergamot

(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)

* scents in pink are suggestions
feel free to substitute for any single
scents or power blends

9 Free Testers [value $63]
Special pricing at $7.00 Power Blends [value $16]
Free Acrylic Display and Signage [value $100]
Additional 10% off all additional backstock with initial order
Choose your sign header

#WHD12X8 | 12-SCENT CUSTOMIZABLE MEDIUM DISPLAY
(dimensions 12” wide, 12” deep, 16.5” tall with sign)
SELLING FEATURE | best variety of scent / less restocking time
RETAIL PRODUCT VALUE | $1482
WHOLESALE COST | $672 (55% margin)
NUMBER OF SCENTS | 12 (8 deep)
NUMBER OF SOLIDS | 96
NUMBER OF REFILLABLE COMPACTS | 0
PURCHASE:

FREE BONUS (Value over $200):

• 96 Essential Oil Solids

•
•
•
•
•

CHOOSE YOUR 12 SCENTS
1. Spiritual Gangsta
2. Pretty Dope Soul
3. Peaceful AF
4. Yoga-ta be free
5. Lavender
6. Lemongrass
7. Sandalwood
8. Peppermint
9. Bergamot
10. Grapefruit
11. Sweet Orange
12. Ylang Ylang
optional:
13. Tobacco
14. Ginger
15. Lime

(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)

* scents in pink are suggestions
feel free to substitute for any
single scents or power blends
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12 Free Testers [value $84]
Special pricing at $7.00 Power Blends [value $16]
Free Acrylic Display and Signage [value $100]
Additional 10% off all additional backstock with initial order
Choose your sign header

#WHD16X8 | 16-SCENT CUSTOMIZABLE MEDIUM DISPLAY
(dimensions 18” wide, 12” deep, 16.5” tall with sign)
SELLING FEATURE | best variety of scent / less restocking time
RETAIL PRODUCT VALUE | $1945
WHOLESALE COST | $896 (54% margin)
NUMBER OF SCENTS | 16 (8 deep)
NUMBER OF SOLIDS | 128
NUMBER OF REFILLABLE COMPACTS | 0
PURCHASE:

FREE BONUS (Value over $228):

• 128 Essential Oil Solids

•
•
•
•
•

CHOOSE YOUR 16 SCENTS
1. Spiritual Gangsta (8pc)
2. Pretty Dope Soul (8pc)
3. Peaceful AF
(8pc)
4. Yoga-ta be free
(8pc)
5. Bergamot
(8pc)
6. Grapefruit
(8pc)
7. Lavender
(8pc)
8. Lemongrass
(8pc)

16 Free Testers [value $112]
Special pricing at $7.00 Power Blends [value $16]
Free Acrylic Display and Signage [value $100]
Additional 10% off all additional backstock with initial order
Choose your sign header

9. Patchouli
10. Peppermint
11. Sandalwood
12. Super Sage
13. Sweet Orange
14. Tobacco
15. Tuberose
16. Ylang Ylang

(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)
(8pc)

Alternative scents to exchange
(if desired) : Ginger, Lime or any of the new blends

WARM HUMAN ESSENIAL OIL SOLIDS POWER BLENDS MSRP $14.95 - $15.95

WHSTB-201-8

WHSTB-202-8

PRETTY DOPE SOUL
The I Am Enough Blend

YOGA-TA BE FREE
The Stretch Your Mind + Body Blend

Humble enough to know that
I have a ton of flaws
but also wise enough
to know that my
heart is pure and my soul
is as dope as they come

I’m flexible and kind to myself
every single step along the way
I will rest, stretch, open my heart,
breathe deeply
and simply begin
from wherever I am
in this moment

tuberose - sweet orange - lemon
grapefruit - bergamot
99% Pure Therapeutic-grade

lavender - grapefruit - lemon - bergamot
sandalwood - peppermint - rosemary
100% Pure Therapeutic-grade

SMELLS LIKE: A sweet & citrusy smile,
with a wink of tuberose femininity.

PRETTY DOPE SOUL
4oz Mindfulness Spray
WHYMS-401

SMELLS LIKE: Taking a deep breath and
remaining calm and focused. Notes of citrus,
wood, fresh mint and herbs.

WHSTB-203-8

WHSTB-200-8

PEACEFUL AF
The Chill Out Blend

SPIRITUAL GANGSTA
The Love Yourself + The World Blend

I am a divine magical
creature of peace…
exhaling all of the stuff that
freaks me out
and inhaling positivity
and rainbow vibes
so I can sleep, sparkle, or
do whatever the heck I want

Got that earth-loving
wild spirit, warrior heart
freaking beautiful gypsy soul
that’s gonna spread love
and serve the world
kinda vibe

lavender - cedarwood
sweet orange - ylang ylang
100% Pure Therapeutic-grade

SMELLS LIKE: Your Happy Place.
Notes of lavender with hint of
sweetness and wood.

YOGA-TA BE FREE
4oz Mindfulness Spray
WHYMS-403

sweet orange - lemongrass - ylang ylang
patchouli - ginger
100% Pure Therapeutic-grade
PEACEFUL AF
4oz Mindfulness Spray
WHYMS-402

SMELLS LIKE: Citrus + soul
with a lemongrass power-kick!

WHSTB-211-8

WHSTB-205-8

BE-YOU-TIFUL
The Love Your Body Blend

HUSTLE + HEART
The Boss Babe Blend

dear body, you are my longest
companion & the place I call
home. I am so grateful for you,
and everything you do.
you are worthy of my deepest love
& respect. every day I promise to
treat you & speak to you
with kindness & compassion

Everyday I’m gonna
wake + slay, and make my
own way. I’ll take this Hustle + Heart,
and turn my life into art.
I’ll be a glow-getter, a
home run hitter, a mover + shaker
and above all else
my OWN rule maker

sweet orange - cinnamon - ginger
100% Pure Therapeutic-grade

lemon - bergamot - sweet orange
100% Pure Therapeutic-grade

SMELLS LIKE: You define beauty, exactly as you are. Notes of warm
cinnamon, citrus and ginger.

SPIRITUAL GANGSTA
4oz Mindfulness Spray
WHYMS-400

SMELLS LIKE: Not settling. Notes of Lemony Citrus, and Success.

WARM HUMAN ESSENIAL OIL SOLIDS POWER BLENDS MSRP $14.95 - $15.95

WHSTB-204-8

WHSTB-206-8

NOTORIOUS T-RUTH
The Stand Up + Speak Out Blend

NOT MY CIRCUS,
NOT MY MONKEYS
The Bye Cray + Anti-distraction Blend

Bye cray-cray..I’m refocusing
on my own business and putting
my valuable time & energy
toward things that are
genuinely within my control
and serve my higher good
and healthy well-being.

My voice matters, and
my actions matter
I must bravely rise, stand up, speak out
and fight for what I care about.
I am worth it, they are worth it
with my strength and wisdom
compassion & persistence
I will inspire change

lemon - bergamot - chamomile
palmarosa
100% Pure Therapeutic-grade

lavender - lemongrass - frankincense
100% Pure Therapeutic-grade

SMELLS LIKE: You do you, Boo, and I’ll do me. Lemony citrus notes, with
a touch of warm, rosy herbs and light chamomile.

SMELLS LIKE: Dissent and a smile. Herbal, earthy & brought to order
with a lemongrass gavel.

WHSTB-207-8

WHSTB-208-8

STAY WILD
The Be True To You Blend

UNF*CKWITHABLE
The Badass Boundaries
+ Self-Love Blend

You can love me
but leave me wild
I’m a free spirit with messy hair
a beautiful mind,
a sweet smart mouth
and a heart of gold
there’s magic in my bones
and sparkles in my soul

Not today Satan. NOT Today.
My self-love ray gun is on
full blast and I will not be
trifled with today, sir!
so, y’all can take your doubts
and drama, and bounce, beyotch!

eucalyptus - peppermint - grapefruit
100% Pure Therapeutic-grade

tobacco - tuberose - patchouli - sandalwood
99% Pure Therapeutic-grade

SMELLS LIKE: You know your self-worth. Notes of eucalyptus,
peppermint and a hint of citrus.

WHSTB-202-8
WHSTB-209-8

WANDERLUST
The Follow Your Heart Blend

SMELLS LIKE: Later, hater. *skips oﬀ, throwing confetti. Tobacco leaf (think:
men’s cologne), and a little earthy patchouli + sandalwood

WHSTB-210-8

YOU’RE SO MONEY
The Manifest Abundance Blend

“Not all who wander are lost”
I will travel beyond the edges of
my own comfort zone
with intuition as my guide, and
heart as my true north
I am setting out to
seek my dreams in the stars

Money, success & abundance
are crushing hard on me
(and I’m crushing hard on them)
so I say, Let’s Do This!
the more manifestation magic
the merrier!!!
C’mon …let’s do some big, cool,
good stuff in the world together

basil - lime - bergamot
100% Pure Therapeutic-grade

sweet orange - litse - pathoulii - frankincense
100% Pure Therapeutic-grade

SMELLS LIKE: a one-way ticket to living your best life. Notes of warm herbs
& spicy citrus

SMELLS LIKE: Dinner’s on YOU, Richie Rich. Notes of bright citrus &
earthiness, with a dose of determined frankincense.
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Warm

HUMAN

REFRESH + CLEAN + INSPIRE

MINDFULNESS
INTENTION SPRAYS
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Intention is everything.
clear your mind + clean your mat.

MOODS, ROOMS, CLOTHING, AND YOGA MATS

Lightly Scented with Inspiring
Pure Therapeutic-grade Essential Oils
Ideal for refreshing moods, rooms, clothing or bedding
Wipe Your Stuff Down
Ideal for wiping down yoga mats, yoga accessories,
fitness equipment, or hard surfaces
Be Inspired
Enjoy the emotional benefits of therapeutic-grade
essential oils, and positive messaging
on the label.

MINDFULNESS SPRAY
WHYMS-400
WHYMS-401
WHYMS-402
WHYMS-403

|
|
|
|

4 fl.oz.

Spiritual Gangsta
Pretty Dope Soul
Peaceful AF
Yoga-ta Be Free

MSRP $12.95

Vegan + Not Tested On Animals + Made in the USA by Warm Humans

Warm

REFRESH + CLEAN + INSPIRE

HUMAN

MINDFULNESS
SUPER POWER SPRAYS
for kids + little yogis

Clean and refresh
Clean + refresh yoga mats,
fitness equipment, toys, hard surfaces
MINDFULNESS SUPER POWER SPRAY 4 fl.oz.
WHYMS-404
WHYMS-405
WHYMS-406
WHYMS-407

|
|
|
|

Kindness (orange/rose/lavender/ylang ylang)
Peaceful (lavender/cedarwood/orange/eucalyptus)
Happiness (lime/orange/lemon/grapefruit/bergamot)
Strength (eucalyptus/peppermint/cedarwood/orange)

MSRP $12.95

Lightly Scented with Inspiring
Pure Therapeutic-grade Essential Oils
Refresh moods, rooms,
clothing, bedding
let’s help our
kids change
the world…
A portion of the
sales from these
products goes to
organizations that
support anti-bullying,
mindfulness + yoga,
and improving selfesteem in children.

Inspire Kids with Super Powers
Messaging on the label with
simple quotes that kids can
learn + say out loud,
that will inspire them to
be mindful, and choose
how they want to feel.
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